Black Murder Roundup, September of 2022
by Earl P. Holt III

Most of the following black-on-white murders were intentionally
“spiked” by what is known in these pages as “The Jews’ Media.” In
contrast to the frenzy that would accompany such incidents if the races
were reversed, these prompted nary a peep out of the Jews’ Media other
than occasional and sparse local coverage.
Interracial murder only serves their ideological purposes when the
victim is black and the perpetrator is white. If the Jews’ Media reported
black-on-white murder the way they sensationalize the much rarer
incidents of white-on-black murder, we rubes in “flyover country”
might get the wrong idea about Africanus criminalis, that 13% of the
population that commits 90% of all murders in the U.S. each year.
In fact, the Southern Prevarication Lie Center (SPLC,) has even accused
the CofCC of spreading what it laughingly calls “a false narrative of a
victimized white majority under siege by allegedly violent people of
color in the United States.”
Below are just a few of the violent black-on-white incidents that give
Africanus criminalis its well-deserved reputation, one that the Jews’
Media has been unable to successfully camouflage because of the
evolution of an alternative and conservative news media that includes
the CofCC.
Lindsay Nichols: This 31 year-old white woman and mother was severely
beaten and shot to death and then set ablaze by two jungle-apes in New
Orleans in June of 2015. She made the fatal mistake of going "clubbing"
with these black bastards, and eventually found herself alone with two
of them in a remote area of New Orleans where she was murdered for

resisting their sexual advances. (First 48, Season 15, Episode 15. "In a
Lonely Place.")

Lindsay Nichols & Murderous, Savage Baboon

Diego Damis: This 41 year-old white man and Italian immigrant was
murdered by an 18 year-old rat-monkey in Chicago in February of 2021.
He was walking home from a restaurant where he worked when a nigroid
immigrant stabbed him to death in the course of robbing him. The black
ape had three felony cases pending, because equally witless n*ggers in
Chicago's criminal "justice" system granted this murderer pre-trial
release so he could continue to practice his craft.
Thomas Arnold: This 60 year-old white man was murdered by three nigs
in Atlanta in late February of 2022. He was shot to death while walking
home from dinner through Inman Park. As is often the case, Mr. Arnold

devoted much of his life helping to improve Atlanta, while the black
bastards who murdered him will no doubt continue to spend their lives
making Atlanta increasingly unlivable by virtue of their primitive and
under-evolved savagery.
Elijah Wood: This 23 year-old white man was gunned down in the
convenience store where he worked in Watkinsville, Georgia by a black
savage in March of 2021. Charged with murder is a former University of
Georgia football player and black bastard named Ahkil Nasir Crumpton.
This n*gger apparently murdered another victim in his hometown of
Philadelphia in July of 2021, and the weapon he used was traced back to
the murder in Georgia.
Brenda & Terry Aultman: This white couple -- ages 55 and 48,
respectively -- were murdered by a savage monkey while bicycling home
in broad daylight in Daytona Beach, Florida in March of 2022. Their
n*gger murderer stabbed them to death for no apparent reason,
prompting the Daytona Beach Police Chief to describe their murders as
"random and senseless acts of violence." The black baboon has
confessed and is being charged with two counts of first degree murder.
Sean Toomey: This 15 year-old white teen was shot to death by rabid
and feral baboons in front of his home in Philadelphia in late March of
2022. He was innocently retrieving bottled water from his father's car
when he was shot twice by rampaging primates. A pack of savage black
morons must have concluded that his actions were sufficient justification
to murder him.
Jacob Murphy: This 41 year-old white male was murdered by a streetmonkey in March of 2019 in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The victim was renowned
for his generosity, but he was also foolish: he permitted derelicts to live
in his house, including a mud-shark and her Homo habilis boyfriend who
eventually killed him with a bullet to the heart. ("First 48," Season 21,
Episode 52: "Bleeding Heart.")

Dr. Matthew Wilson: This 31 year-old British Astrophysicist was shot to
death by an unidentified member of the species Africanus criminalis in a
suburb outside Atlanta in April of 2022. He was visiting his girlfriend and
was asleep in bed when one of a number of random bullets fired by this
street-ape penetrated the exterior wall of the building in the early
morning hours and killed him.
Dianne Fortenberry: This 51 year-old white woman was beaten to death
by a rabid baboon in Osakis, Minnesota in May of 2011. She left work
during lunch to perform an errand and surprised a black bastard in the
act of burglarizing her home. The savage ape who murdered her had 10
prior burglaries to his credit, but was never sentenced to prison, so he
was undeterred. He was probably the only n*gger in Osakis at the time.
(Murder in the Heartland, Season 3, Episode 9: "Caught in the Act.")
Dennis Kirby Kendrick: This 54 year-old white man, husband and father
was shot to death by a monkey-ape in the early morning hours of April,
2022 in Oxford Township, Michigan. Oxford Township is 95% white, but
even areas like this are no longer safe from the ravages of a violent,
savage, witless and predatory species of under-evolved primate.
The nigroid murderer claimed to have been sent a threatening text by an
anonymous individual -- so using that level of judgment and intellect
we've all come to expect from them -- he murdered the first complete
stranger he happened to see while stomping around the apartment
complex in which both the n*gger and victim resided. The victim was
actually leaving for work at 3:30 a.m. in order to be able to watch his
son's baseball game later in the day.
Stephen Cook: This pitiful, 54 year-old white man and homeless addict
was killed by a tatted ape in Tulsa in November of 2018. The victim
attempted to sell a "designer" purse he found to the n*gger: however,
the baboon naturally snatched it away from the victim without paying
and drove over him in the process of fleeing the scene. The victim died

soon afterward from his injuries. (First 48, Season 21, Episode 22:
"Snatched.")
Isabel Torrez: This 62 year-old husband, father and Christian was
murdered by a vicious n*gger in Miami in late April of of 2011. He was
in the process of purchasing a card in a bodega when a jungle-ape began
to rob its patrons. The savage n*gger shot the victim to death when he
chivalrously came to the rescue of a female robbery victim who was
being menaced by the black savage.
The street ape accidentally shot himself in the leg as he jammed his gun
in his waistband while fleeing from the scene of the crime. That enabled
crack Miami homicide detectives to identify him through hospital
records and police reports. (It's a shame he didn't shoot off his own
genitals with his gun.) (First 48, Season 11, Episode 19: "Ultimate Price.")
Landry Anglin: This 13 year-old white girl was relaxing in her home in
Shreveport when she was shot and killed by a stray bullet fired by n*gger
gangbangers engaged in a running gun battle in May of 2022. Three cars
full of savage and witless jigaboos participated in what police described
as a "rolling shootout" between them. One participating vehicle has
been recovered, and police continue to search for the other two.
Janice David: This 34 year-old white woman was stabbed to death by a
savage baboon in April of 2022 in Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The two had
been sharing drugs for two days when the incident occurred. The vicious
street-ape tied the victim to the steering wheel of a stolen vehicle, and
then proceeded to beat, choke and eventually stab her to death. The
rabid ape live-streamed the entire incident on Facebook, proving not
only that n*ggers are narcissists, but also that they have the IQ of a
cabbage.
Roseanna Davenport: This innocent 12 year-old white girl was
abducted, raped and murdered by a subhuman rat-monkey and serial

murderer in Akron Ohio in February of 1996. Unfortunately, the black
bastard died in prison in 2012, thus escaping the two death sentences
Ohio had imposed for the baboon's murder of two teenagers.

